Day 1: Tune in
You're here... Day one!
We know that this program will challenge you on multiple
different levels but when you are clear on the reason why you are
here, it will help in those moments of doubt, where we may feel
like throwing in the towel. Day one is focused on establishing
your WHY statement. Follow along with our guided meditation
and journal prompts to discover your higher calling and deeper
motivators.

Meditation Recording

Step 1:
Get yourself a journal. Use
one you already have or
buy a new one that you
love!
Step 2:
Find a quiet place,
uninterrupted where you
can prioritize yourself.
Step 3:
Listen to our guided
meditation provided HERE
and then complete the
journal exercises on the
next page.
Step 4:
Infuse your WHY in
everything you do... write it
out and post it on sticky
notes, put a reminder on
your phone, dry erase
marker on your mirror... you
want to be seeing this
every day!

Journal
Prompts
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Try this exercise adapted from
Byron Katie. Look at a situation
in your life that is charged in
some way. Write down your
thoughts about it. Then,
consider each thought and ask
yourself, “What would I be
without this thought?”
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WISDOM/INTUITION
At it's core, wisdom and
intuition is simply awareness.
How tuned in do you feel with
this layer of yourself? When you
have an intuitive feeling, where
do you feel it? Can you recall a
time where your intuition was
right/wrong? How has that
impacted your relationship to
intuition? How have you learned
to trust your intuition?

BREATH/PRANA
What did it feel like to simply
notice the breath? What
helps you to keep your
awareness of breath? What
draws you to focus on the
breath? Where do you feel
prana most promounced?
What is your relationship to
your breath? How has it
changed over time?

MIND
When you consider the deep
mental grooves that have been
laid in your mind (from family
values, cultural assumptions and
accumulated mental patterns)
how do you see the play out in
your relationship to Self.

BODY
What did it feel like to listen
to your body? Do you feel like
you listen to your body well?
What are some of the
messages your body sends
you regularly? Do you ignore
them? How do you respond to
them? What is your
relationship to your body?
How has that changed over
time?
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BLISS & YOUR WHY
What does bliss mean to you?
What does it look like and feel
like for you? When have you
tasted bliss?
When you find yourself in the
BEing, a place of deep
authenticity and truth, ask
yourself what is it all for? What is
your WHY statement , your
reason for embarking on the
Reset.

